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Brand Activism:
What is Good
What is Bad.
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DESIGN MANAGEMENT
HUMANISTIC MARKETING
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trans-formare

=
going through
the form, the surface
of things
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Transformation happens on big scale when…
one is able to Scale Deep a Durable Change!

trans-formare

=
going to the content,
the meaning of things
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Darcy Riddell and Michele-Lee Moore (October 2015)
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DESIGN A WHOLE
NEW BIG STORY OF
TRANSFORMATION
STARTING WITH FASHION
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Distrust

and

System Mistrust

is dominating our times….

The Big Challenges
More and more people of the global population feel that the system is NOT working
(source: John Fullerton, April 2015)
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1st
GLOBALIZATION
BACKLASH

Growth per capita household 1988 ‐ 2008
emerging
economies

Real income growth (%)

Super rich (1%)

2nd
THE TANGIBLE REPERCUSSIONS
OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS

Western
middle class
Very poorest
locked of growth

POOR

Wealth global distribution

RICH

SOURCE: Branko Milanovic, Global Inequality, 2016
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3rd
DIGITAL DISRUPTION
“…the merging

of biotech and
infotech in neuroscience and the

Globally, up to 800 million workers could be displaced in a next
future.
Advanced economies with higher wages are more vulnerable to the adoption of labor‐
saving technology.

ability to gather enormous amounts of
data on each individual and process them
effectively
means we

are very close to the
point where an external
system can understand
your feelings better than
you…” [and easily manipulate
them].
Prof. Yuval Noah Harari
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The news about Rana Plaza spread overnight through the digital media
(1,132 people killed at least and more than 2,500 injured)

IMPACT OF DIGITAL MEDIA
ON PUBLIC OPINION FORMATION
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BUSINESSES
GOVERNMENTS

…and I am not
the only one !

PRESS/MEDIA
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FEAR + TOGETHERNESS =

ANGER
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Activism – the word meaning
Activism ‐> ÀGERE ‐> Sscr. AG’ ÀTI

What is Activism ?

REAL_ISE

to go, to come, to lead, to push forward, to make, to operate, to act
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Activism – the roots

“Never doubt that a small group of committed people
can change the world.
Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.”
Margaret Mead, US anthropologist (1901 ‐ 1978)
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Activism – the roots

The poet Gary Snyder describes the activism movement as

THE GREAT UNDERGROUND RIVER
a great

carsic stream of interwoven cultures
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Activism – Revolutionary type

Activism –Protesting type

Protesting activism that is against major institutions and is acting in a disruptive

Demanding solutions to contemporary problems through the taking of

way for radical revolutionary changes. (theory : 3.5% of people changing the system)
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oppositional stances to mainstream policies and business
behaviours.
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Activism –Pro - Acting type

Activism –Pro - Acting type

Activism that creates alternatives to the dominant system through the
construction of new ways of life…

Activism that creates alternatives to the dominant system through the
construction of new economic and business models
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Purpose – the word meaning
Latin noun
‐> pro (suffix = forward, put in front)
‐> pausa (noun= position, stand, stop)

PUT IN FRONT WHERE WE WANT TO STOP
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Purpose –sets the scope of a journey

The PURPOSE is what

Vision & Purpose –form a bi-nomial unit

There is no Purpose without a Vision

we want to reach at the end of a

journey
Every PURPOSE is INTENTIONAL, focussed, defined and linked to a
PROGRAM.
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Objectives ≠ Purpose

OBJECTIVES‐DRIVEN POINT OF VIEW

PURPOSE‐DRIVEN STAND POINT

WHAT WE DO

WHY WE ACT

NEXT QUARTER

NEXT CENTURY

TRANSACTIONAL LEADERSHIP

TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP
VALUES DRIVEN

VALUE DRIVEN
COMMON
GROUND
or a
TRADE OFF
CUSTOMER RETENTION & ACQUISITION
?

MORE MEANINGFUL

COMPETITIVE

OBJECTIVES are focussed on TARGETS and are TACTICAL.
They should not be mistaken for our PURPOSE.
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PEOPLE‘S LOVE & LOYALITY & RESPECT

HR MGT

CO‐WORKERS ENGAGMENT

CSR

CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT & ACTIVISM

MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS

COMMUNITY ENGAGMENT
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Larry Fink, CEO of BlackRock,
the world’s largest bank
(managing $6 trillion)
The one who repents
from his sins …

In his 2019 call for purpose letter to the CEOs he points out that as the world

crumbles, it just may be the CEO's role to save it.
“It must begin with a clear embodiment of your company’s purpose in your
business model and corporate strategy.
Purpose is not a mere tagline or marketing campaign; it is a company’s
fundamental reason for being – what it does every day to create value for
its stakeholders.”
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PUTTING THE
INTERESTS
OF EMPLOYEES,
CUSTOMERS,
SUPPLIERS
AND COMMUNITIES
ON PAR WITH
SHAREHOLDERS
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Only 34 % trust the brands they
buy from.

?

53 % think brands aren’t as
committed to society as they
claim.
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Problematic Examples of Brand Activism
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Woke Washing

Is the appropriation of ethical and progressive values as a form of marketing
just to make more profit while hiding the dark side of conventional business.
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“Purpose” is about to be
the next great idea
ruined by marketers.
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The Fearless Girl, was commissioned
by State Street Global Advisors
to advertise an index fund featuring
companies with a high percentage of
female leadership.

Kendall Jenner appeared with a
bunch of photogenic ‘protesters’
in Pepsi’s disastrous ad in 2018.
It was one of the crudest attempts
to monetize young people’s anger.
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It transpired that State Street was
underpaying its female employees.
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feminist 2017 Super Bowl ad advocating for gender pay equality
not applied on Audi executive team

Gucci's protest-inspired pre-fall 2018 campaign | Source: Courtesy
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Deerskin
gloves
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“No pride in a flag for a country
that oppresses black people
and people of colour"

M&S donating ONLY £10,000
to Albert Kennedy Trust – a charity supporting
homeless young LGBT people

Colin Kaepernick for the 30th Aniversary of „Just do it“
Rekindled the national debate over rights, patriotism and politicization of sport.
BUT
Bloomberg reports that Nike received more than

$ 43 million worth of media exposure
Online sales jumped +31% in the four days following the anouncement

Nike has risked „only“ $ 1‐3 B for strengthening their relationship
with consumers who account for $ 32‐ 34 B of their franchise.
(P. Kotler – „Brand Activism“)
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“No pride in a flag for a country
that oppresses black people
and people of colour"

Reaction was “burning” not

Serena Williams

only conservative

republican voters …
Living wage campaigners say that Nike

pays LOW
WAGES to its workers abroad — many of
whom are people of

colour in Southeast Asia.
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Olympic runner

Alysia Montaño faced her biggest

challenge with Nike once she got pregnant.
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June 2019

CLIMATE CHANGE,
REALLY?
2010
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Nov. 29, 2017
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CULTURAL ACTIVISM
The use or creation of art, literature, or other cultural products to promote
social change
(Philip Kotler, “Brand Activism”)
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The 4th pillar of Sustainability: Cultural Vitality

Cultural Trasformation

The Best a Man Can Be
Gillette committed to donate

$1m a year for three years to non‐profit organisations with programs

“designed to inspire, educate and help men of all ages achieve their personal “best” and
become role models for the next generation”.
REAL_ISE
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Is it “woke‐washing” when profit‐
driven companies are cashing in on people’s
idealism?

Yes, if doing good is just an add‐on that is not embedded
into companies’ purpose.

Yes, if one is using progressive‐orientated marketing
campaigns to deflect questions about

Inspiring Examples of Brand Activism

one’s own

ethical records.

Yes, if one is not consistent in advocating for
cultural change one want to be part of.

Yes, if one is NOT TRANSPARENT in the change one is
pursuing
REAL_ISE
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social enterprises

social businesses
are organizations who have dual

motives:

Profit-Making
+
Social, Environmental and Ethical Impact

are organizations which
though are sustainable through a revenue generating
model,
have primarily the INTENT of creating eco-social

impact
+

Social Business and Social Enterprises are hybrids
trying to do good while turning a profit

channelize most of their profits towards
that..
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Vivienne Westwood’s business global sales averaging £30‐million annually
She has been persistent and consistent in her fights even when it was bad for business.
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Supporting The Good –seamless brand perception

Supporting The Good –multi-layered experience

The Good cannot be decoupled from
1. FUNCTIONAL BENEFITS: what a product/service
concretely does for me, in terms of performance,
quality, efficacy, safety or ease of use.

WE
TOGETHER

AFFECTIVE
(FEELINGS)

SENSORIAL
(EMOTIONS)

RATIONALE
(KNOWLEDGE)

ENGAGING
(ACTION)

SOCIAL
(RELATE)

TRANSFORMATIVE
(CHANGE)

2. EMOTIONAL/FEELINGS BENEFITS: how a
product/service inspires me, fulfils me, makes me
feel better?

3. STATUS BENEFITS: how a product/service shows
“who I am” to the world

4. TRUST BENEFITS: how a product/service is
trustworthy on sustainability
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In 2015, on Black Friday, REI launched its
#OptOutside campaign, closing

its 149
stores and paying its employees to
take Thanksgiving and Black Friday
off.
In 2016 over 550 brands joined REI’s #OptOutside
campaign.

The goal is that of fostering the growth of
communities of conscious
consumers.
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Mark and Mo Constantine
2018 “PAID TO LIE” CAMPAIGN
Lush has a history of supporting a variety of causes.
In 2017 the company donated £13.3m to charities and activist
groups.
The founders make their own donations, too.
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Research shows that the shoes had almost no
impact on children’s lives, and that shoe donations
were helping to wipe out job‐providing
industry in the South of the World.
Spending the money on mosquito nets, electricity, and water,
would be exceedingly more useful.
As well as donating/investing in necessities or markets which
will trigger growth and self‐sustainability.
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Brand Activism should also be part of the “Scaling Deep” of durable change.

Transformation happens only
when people’s hearts and minds,
their values and cultural practices,
and the quality of relationships
have changed.
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The critical times we are living ask to all

of us – businesses, citizen, policy

makers, scientists,… – NOT ONLY TO ACTIVELY STAND AGAINST
what is impinging our moving forward toward the common good,
but to RE‐FOCUS ON OUR COMMON PURPOSE of

TACK !

RE‐GENERATING FLOURISHING FUTURES
we want to STAND
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s.carbonaro@realise.de
simonetta.carbonaro@hb.se

FOR.
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